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Incorporates material formerly distributed via the CalConnect Minutes newsletter, now discontinued.

The Interoperability Test Event at CalConnect XXVI took place on January 28-30, 2013, hosted by Oracle in Santa Clara, California. Nineteen people from 9 members were present onsite, including 2 from Europe, 1 from India, and 1 from New Zealand. In addition 2 members participated remotely.

The interoperability testing sessions once again were busy and successful. Participants in person at the event and their particular testing interests were:

- Andrew McMillan (primarily aCal, some DAViCal)
- AOL (basic CardDAV and CalDAV functionality)
- Apple (CalDAV server testing iSchedule and IOS)
- Carnegie Mellon University (CMU testing iSchedule)
- Google (calendar auto-schedule, collection synchronization)
- Mozilla (basic CalDAV support in FirefoxOS, jCal being returned from CalDAV servers, help with any jCal related interoperability)
- Oracle (test suite)
- Bedework (Rensselaer Polytechnic testing iSchedule)
- Yahoo! (CalDAV and CardDAV testing related to basic sync)

There were two external participants:

- Marten Gajda (basic CalDAV and CardDAV operation)
- Ralf Becker (testing iSchedule)

As always many attendees were testing the basic and scheduling functions of CalDAV. Some were working on new CalDAV implementations, others were dealing with known interoperability issues or bringing their server up to date with the specifications. At least one production server was updated as a result of the testing.

A group of participants spent most of their time working on iSchedule. This protocol allows scheduling of meetings across domains and includes service discovery and a security model based on DKIM. This time there was a new DKIM canonicalization to test. The test was successful with events and freebusy being transferred in both directions. Most problems encountered were related to the non-standard disposition of the servers and self-signed certificates. There are now at least
four implementations up to the latest draft which are capable of working with each other.

There was some work in getting the Apple CalDAV test and performance suites running against servers. The test suite is invaluable for discovering basic CalDAV problems but requires some configuration to handle the server details. The developer was present to help get this running.

A new timezone service draft specification has been released which switches from an XML based protocol to JSON. At least one server tested updating its data against the Bedework timezone server and a version of aCal successfully retrieved timezones from the Bedework server.

A useful feature of the sessions was the occasional informal discussions which involved most of the participants. This time we covered some of the detailed issues related to calendar sharing and notifications.

In future events we hope to be testing at least the following:

- The usual CalDAV testing
- More iSchedule
- Implementations of the CalWS protocols being developed in conjunction with OASIS
- Different representations of calendar data such as JSON and XML
- Calendar sharing
- Notifications
- Managed attachments

Additionally we are investigating the possibility of bringing a portable virtual network which will provide a more standard setup for servers in regard to ports and certificates and allow participants to test without significant changes to their network settings.